FORM FOLLOWS...

OPTIMISTIC PRACTICE

Linz - AUSTRIA

WORLD IN
TRANSITION
The world is changing. But how
to change with the world? Can we
change the world totally alone? But it
is possible to set the goal of making a
positive change in your own immediate
surroundings.
In the classical field of architecture,
many do not find happiness,
incorporate their own interests or
their creativity. The daily routine work,
the running in a hamster wheel of
requirements and official rules often
leaves one with no time or energy
with which to change the world.
Often one feels hopeless in executing
change. It raises the question of how
what happens next: for the machine
to wither or to glow for a better
environment?

«We’re already
starting»
Christa Müller

CHANGE YOUR
OWN LIFE!
What can you accomplish here as
an architect by acting positively in
your own environment? What tools
do we have to hand? What are your
own abilities and what are their
boundaries? How do you explore new
fields and find other spaces, those
that are left as the Other. How do you
change from the dark side to one
which meets your core values? How
do you keep something available for
the next generation, letting diversity

and the edge effect endure? How do
demand the «right to the city 1» in a
place and time where many see no
city?
«For me there is no other place like
this, which so intensely moves me,
challenges me again and lets me
discover, impresses me, torments
me, fascinates me and it lets all the
answers out. It is my home, which
flows through my body and is all over
me.»
C. Wiesmayr
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Getting involved
with AREA, the
SITE.

The Rurban Niche includes rural and
urban influences. These are often
residual spaces, gaps, space pods,
wormholes, fallows which for certain
reasons, in the short or long term
have escaped mundane industrial
uses and thus fallen through the gaps
of the active capitalist system. Six out
of seventeen analysed rurban niches
were selected from Bernhard Gilli
and Christoph Wiesmayr‘s master
thesis, and presented publicly. These
six special places were examined
and interpreted in cooperation with
local stakeholders and international
guests in various ways (e.g.
tours, discussions, texts, artistic
interventions, actions, participative
events).

Stay in the familiar environment where
one lives, works, lives, love and get
involved, engage!
Be an active citizen 2 and live the
CHANGE! Actively work on it and think
about it in new ways. Bicycle to work,
even if there are no bike paths leading
to the industrial area. Apply New Work,
New Culture «NWNK 3» as a motivating
working model and pursue what you
really really want! Self connecting
with allies 4 , sharing the office with
peers and get involved the collective
affordable vacancy. Look for local
conversations, even with those who
do not speak the same (professional)
language and try to see things
differently. Make the space stronger
where there is no one, and discover
and grab hold of what is interesting.
1
2
3
4

Henri Lefebvre
smart citicen; a „manifesto“ for smart citicens,		
based on Dan Hill´s essay, WAAG Society
New Work new Culture; by Frithjof Bergmann
Engagez-vous!; Stephane Hessel

Schwemmland is part of a longer term
and process-based examination of
the eastern part of Linz. The nature
of this heterogeneous urban space
is currently part of international
discussions about Zwischenstadt
(In-Between Cities), and Metrozones.
The area is characterised by constant
change and transitory events. However,
it is now clear that structural limits
have been reached. There are hardly
any empty spaces. This is why
Schwemmland (former: bottomland)
draws attention to the phenomenon
of sensitive space frameworks, the
rurban niches.

Linz map

Christoph Wiesmayr (1977: Linz,
Austria), Rurbanist. Studied
urban architecture in Graz. In
2012 he founded the association
Schwemmland with Bernhard Gilli in
the Linz Harbour district. In 2013 he
founded and has published Treib.Gut,

an independent harbour journal. Since
May 2013, he has been coordinator of
“urban gardening” for the Soil Alliance
Upperaustria.
„Here you were born, here is the brain
of the monster, here you must fight.“
Che Guevara to Ziegler, Geneva 1964, first World
Sugar Conference of the UNO.

Wiesmayr grew up in the Linz harbour
and industrial area, on the farm of the
last professional Danube fishing family.
He continues to fight there like a postmodern Don Quixote against powerful
monsters in an area apparently
abandoned by God. His struggle is for a
social and more liveable environment.
As a Rurbanist Wiesmayr teaches
and researches with his association
Schwemmland between the rural and
urban phenomena of this neo-liberal
dominated landscape .

OFFICE PROFILE
SCHWEMMLAND CLOUD
transparadiso, urban-permaculture,
slowfood, derivè-vienna, right to the
city, gängeviertel hamburg, habitatlinz, new work new culture - frithjof
bergmann, allmende kontor - berlin,
klappakademie-peter arlt, urban
issues-vienna, afo, otelo, urban
gardening, hands-on, performance
laboratorim, urban-farm leonding,
radio fro, kunstuniversität linz, kfuniversität, prof. johanna rholshoven
graz, justin winkler, esc-labor graz,
die fabrikanten linz, tabakfabrik linz,
isss-berlin, anstiftung erotmis -christa
müller, zwischenstadt thomas sieverts
& susanne hauser, something & sonlondon, donautics-linz, soilalliance,
klimabündnis, keplersalon linz,

PROJECTS OF SCHWEMMLAND
Connecting the InnerCity with the
Outskirts
As a cultural producer Schwemmland
operates locally over a longer time
frame - Founding community gardens,
Rurban Upcycling „Yellow House“,
use of vacant properties, spatial
interventions. In other ways, the
organisation points out the qualities
of the city outskirt through different
activities: e.g. various exhibitions,
interdisciplinary discourses, with
guided herbal- and site-walks, bicycle
tours or the magazine Treib.Gut.

Treib.Gut- The harbour magazine
Treib.Gut serves as a medium for
urban research and acts primarily as
a subversive urban development tool.
Treib.Gut is a mouthpiece from the
edges towards the city and beyond.
Treib.Gut documents micropotentials*
in Rurban Niches. Treib.Gut forces
communication with politics and
commercial interests. The magazine
tackles the territory, which is not
picked up by daily media; especially
deeper analysis and longer-term
observations. Treib.Gut documents
developments in the area and works
on the modern history of the site.
The Green Convoy mobile garden beds
At LinzFest 2013 under the topic
„Courage!“ Schwemmland organised a
bicycle ride bringing “mobile
vegetable-beds“ to new community

gardens in the East of Linz. These
community gardens, “Hafengarten“
and “Wachstumsphase“ at the
Tobacco Factory, were co-founded by
Schwemmland.

Schwemmland used the “mobile
beds“ to connect the Inner City with its
outskirts. Up to 1950, farmers of the
eastern outskirts supplied the Inner
City with fresh vegetables. By using
their own strength or that of livestock,
they transported the products to
farmers markets, such as Linz
Südbahnhofmarkt.
ABOUT THE METHOD:
Schwemmland‘s long-term strategy
applies “1000 small pinpricks“
to its patient: the segregated
urban landscape. They search for
opportunities to observe these
slumbering Rurban Niches and then
„to pierce“ them, unlocking their
hidden qualities and energies and
astonishing the beholder. Particular
attention is paid to work from the
inside rather than from the top
down. A chain reaction is started
with often unimagined output across
the inner and outer urban fabric.
Occasionally the patient begins to
wriggle like Frankenstein‘s monster.
Often, however, it results in a failed
„burp“ in the slow cogs of the city
administration. But some reactions are
always to be expected.
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c. wiesmayr @ ms dockville, hamburg 2012

Form follows ... exhibition at HDA Graz | Mariahilferstraße 2 | 8020 Graz | opening 9th of June 2016, 7pm | duration until 14th of August 2016 | Tue – Sun, 10am – 6pm
HDA im Palais Thinnfeld – www.hda-graz.at | Future Architecture Platform – www.futurearchitectureplatform.org | ISSSresearch&architecture – www.isssresearch.com

acting out SCHWEMMof the niche LAND

RM
»STAGING: KIOSQUE«, 10 Sept. 2011
Christoph Weidinger, Clemens Bauder, Gregor Graf
Film documentation: Jakob Kaiser + Magnus Hofmüller

»SOUL-PARKING«, 2014
During the week parking in the industrial area is so much
sought after that rent for parking spaces is required. There
is thus little or no public attractive zones where workers or
service employees may stay undisturbed in breaks without
having to consume something. Between 2011-2014
Schwemmland rented its own parking space in the former
„Quelle Versand“ Building. This tarmac was most of the
time unused, in preference for cycle transport. Suddenly
Schwemmland got the idea to make the car park available
to the public and without further do set up a raised bed with
seating. This gift to the environment brought unfortunately
only incomprehension and irritation by the landlord and
was removed weeks later due to a car park renovation. Any
construction requests to the landlord would have fallen on
deaf ears.

PERFORMANCE BY MICHELLE BROWN (IRL), PHOTO: WIESMAYR

TENNIS COURT AT THE WINTER HARBOUR
The tennis court at the winter harbour, which has
been occupied by pioneer plants for years, offers
a special atmosphere. Schwemmland opened it
temporarily and made it accessible to the public for
situational discussions and performances.

FAB ROOFTOP OPENING, PHOTO: STADLBAUER

SOUL-PARKING, 2014; PHOTO: WIESMAYR

ON INDUSTRIAL ROOFS

SADNESS AND BEAUTY IN
PARKING-LOTS

In urban areas even a few hectares of
open space on industrial roofs hold
untapped potential. An interdisciplinary
expert audience discussed possible
future scenarios on sight.

»PRETTY:MESSY«, 2 May 2011
In cooperation with the Kepler Salon; Guest: Manfred Omahna,
“othering” method. The art of learning to see and understand
the “other”... Anchor: Sabine Keller/Kepler Salon
»SURROUNDED BY FIELDS, AT THE WATERFRONT«, 2011
Performance Laboratorium, Performance Festival;
10 Sept. 2011 Performance with international artists
Organised by: Sibylle Ettengruber, Amel Andessner,
Elisa Andessner

»A LOT GOING ON UP THERE«, 8 August 2011
In cooperation with „Kepler Salon“;

connecting INNERCITY : OUTSKIRTS

After 6pm and on weekends parking in
the industrial area gradually deflates.
Swept empty asphalt surfaces become
barren and spooky. A few transform to flea
market bazaars or test tracks for model
car enthusiasts. Schwemmland tried to
make these spaces available to the public
through small interventions, and to address
the right to public space in various ways.

Treib.Gut – The harbour- magazine „Treib.Gut“ serves as
a medium for Urban Research and acts primarily as a
subversive urban development tool. Treib.Gut documents
Micropotentials * in Rurban Niches. Treib.Gut forces
communication with politics and commercial interests.

»THE MOBILE COUCH«, 2012-2014
The mobile couch is provided depending on the user to different
locations on the empty parking lot and used by neighbours
»PICNIC AND HAPPENINGS«, 2012-2014
On weekends and summer evenings the empty parking
fortress was converted.

HOLLABERERFARM – HARBOUR LINz; PHOTO: URMANN, 2009

AT THE HOLLABERERFARM

In the heart of the industrial zone a relic of the former low-lands survived.
First mentioned in 1491, in summer the farm of the last professional fishing
family of Linz offers traditional smoked fish out of the Danube. Christoph
Wiesmayr, chairman of Schwemmland supports his family with various interventions on site.

PICNIC, PHOTO: PIxELKINDER

municipality & politics

economy & industry

»RURBAN UPCYCLING - THE YELLOW HOUSE« since 2013
Schwemmland upcycled the attic of „Bellevue“. The former EU-Cultural-Capital project of FattingerRieper-Orso Architects provided Franz Wiesmayr with a new opportunity. Using components from the local surroundings Bellevue became The Yellow House, used both as a tavern and for agricultural use.
Since 2013 it has been continually adapted.

The Green Convoy Mobile garden beds – At LinzFest 2013 under
the topic „Courage!“ Schwemmland organized a bike ride bringing
„mobile vegetable-beds“ to new community gardens in the East of
Linz. These community gardens“Hafengarten“ and “Wachstumsphase“
at the Tobacco Factory were cofounded by Schwemmland.
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“THE RURBAN PAPERGANO“ 2015, PERFORMANCE BY WIESMAYR, VIDEOSTILL: PUSCH

DEAD MAN, DEAD WOMAN, 2011; „KLAPPAKADEMIE“ PETER ARLT
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“RED RAG“ 2015, PERFORMANCE BY TANJA BRANDMAYR, PHOTO: WINKLER

ON THE GLIDER AIRFIELD

The glider airfield on the eastern outskirts of Linz
offers on an area with 30ha a unique setting. The
diverse brown-field site, the succession species
on the periphery and the industrial silhouette in
the background offer an open space for special
encounters. City and nature are daily in dispute.

IMPRESSUM

»45 MINUTES INDUSTRIAL ZONE«, GLIDER AIRFIELD, 2011
7 texts approaching space and staging.
Text fragments in “facets” and „Treib.Gut“, published in 2012.
Written and read by: Tanja Brandmayr

»ÜBERFLIEGER« 2015-2016
There are individuals or groups invited to produce
interstitial confrontation, random events, alternative
object orientation and its own performative
representation. Target are local actions (Glider field
area) that explore knowledge, conditions and city
planning-oriented artistic potentials. „ÜberFlieger“
is promoted by Linz Culture. „ÜberFlieger“ is part of
the „Non-Festival„ collaboration with and by: Tanja
Brandmayr, ESC Lab Graz, Melanie Pointner, Simone
Schwaiger, Christoph Wiesmayr, and the airglidingclubs of Linz.

HARBOUR LINZ

… already part of a global phenomenon
of gentrification?
Amongst the international trend driving
attractive waterfront housing, in recent
years six hectares of water of the Linz
harbour were filled in. The current
„HafenCity“ Master Plan of the Linz AG
was developed with no involvement of
local interests. According to former
LinzAG-Planner employees „The area is
to be gradually adjusted“. “Smart City”
concepts are on the march and the area
will continue to be gentrified by an encroaching event and property market.
It is only a matter of time until the authentic small structures on the outskirts,
are taken over by Starbucks and Co.
»HARBOUR MANIFESTO«, public city letter, 2011
Together with different local activists criticized
the „filling up“ of the docks.
The harbour manifesto was published in the
magazine „Die Versorgerin“2011.

»DEAD MAN, DEAD WOMAN«, 2012–‚ ...
The silting up of the docks of Linz sparked a critical
debate among various activists.
In cooperation with „Klappakademie“ Peter Arlt;
6 August 2011 Film documentation: Georg Ritter, dorf.tv

DEAD MAN, DEAD WOMAN, 2012

»HARBOUR - HIKES«, since 2010
Guided by Christoph Wiesmayr for the Creative Region
Upper Austria in autumn 2013. City researcher Charles
Landry (GB) considers the harbour to still be an exciting zone; „For me the area is interesting because
it is unfinished,“ says Landry. This statement could be
misinterpreted. For Landry sees this „Unfinished“ very
well as a quality that has been untraceable in many
European cities, or „adjusted“. The question arises
amongst many, how will this rawness be maintained
in the future?

ExPEDITION 2013, PHOTO: SCHWEMMLAND

»URBAN DESIGN LAB«, June 6th-8th., 2013
Expedition and co-supervision of workshops with
„Ecosistema Urbano“ (Esp) for an alternative urban
development at the port. Organized by Creative
Region Upper Austria, directed by: Roland Krebs
(Urban Issues, Vienna). The goal was the broadest
possible participation of different groups with a multifaceted output. The developed projects were documented in the first issue of the „Treib.Gut“ magazine.

Ingrid Sabatier & Stephan Schwarz
ISSSresearch&architecture - www.isssresearch.com

research&architecture

Sponsors

Curators, exhibition- and graphic design

»COMMUNITYGARDEN: HAFENGARTEN« 2012–2015
The first Community Garden in Linz was founded here on a 2000m2 field. On 1 May 2012 the „Hafengarten“ started with about 30 participants and was organized by the association Schwemmland.
This community-garden was a role model for other young community garden initiatives in Linz and
Upper Austria. Schwemmland is looking out for a new area in the harbour.

IN BEYOND, PHOTO: WIESMAYR

HAFENGARTEN – HARVEST, PHOTO: WIESMAYR

»WILD-HERBS and NEIGHBOURHOOD TOURS« since 2012
Schwemmland organized many WILD-TOURS through the eastern part of Linz with different professionals.
»BEE-KEEPING & HONEY-TASTING« since 2014
The club „LinzerBiene“ operates city beekeeping hives on special sites such as the Town Hall, the
Cathedral, ... or here at the Hollabererfarm. By “Honey Tasting“ your own taste gets sharpened as you
discover the city in a new way.

HONEY TASTING, PHOTO: MESIC

SCHWEMMLAND is a globally oriented and regionally
active association. Its goal is to protect undeveloped
rurban land, remaining areas, “rurban niches“ in the east
of Linz from a global sellout in order to resist commercial
pressure on these areas. In turn, by preserving them
they are opened to the urban population as a field of
possibilities and living space that creates identity.

SETTLEMENT
COMMERCIAL AREA
URBAN AREA
WOODLAND
WATERS
HILLS
GREEN AREA
RIPARIAN zONE
PROJECT AREA
SCHWEMMLAND
INDUSTRY

www.schwemmland.net
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9 optimistic
practices:

# Guerilla Architects
# Jack Self

# Jerome Becker, Florian Sammer &
Lukas Vejnik

# Lavinia Scaletti
# Plan Común

Contributors 								

# Sara Neves & Filipe Estrela
# Schwemmland

# Super Future Group
# urbz

The copyrights of all texts and images remain with the authors.
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nature

Editors

URBAN UPCYCLING “THE YELLOW HOUSE“

»RESILIENCE & AQUAPONICS« since 2011
Together with his brother Franz (cook and last professional fisherman in Linz) Christoph Wiesmayr
experimented on aquaponic systems with local perch and crayfish. There followed various aquaponic
installations at various cultural events.

human

place & space

»IS THIS THE LAST CHANCE?« 10 Sept. 2011
Tour, keynote speeches and discussion on the “rurban niches” phenomenon with international guests
in the Eastern part of Linz. An event of the Schwemmland initiative and the „afo“ Architecture Forum
Upper Austria.
- TOUR through the area. Situational tour through the Eastern part of Linz with numerous guests;
Barbara Holub (transparadiso-Vienna), Thomas Schneider (NWNK-Vienna), Christoph Laimer (derivèVienna), Friedrich Schwarz (botanicalgarden-Linz) and many on-site protagonists.
- KEYNOTE SPEECHES: Prof. Susanne Hauser (GER) + Prof. Thomas Sieverts (GER) “The Paradoxes
and the Fall of Man”

SMOKED DANUBE-FISH, PHOTO: CHMARA

